
"Toe manipulators ot tlie working
class can continue with their leceptions
and their treacherieg.

nstc-- vo proceedings imt thoy have no
business tnkiug part in any way.. They
have uo right to try to influence ie- -
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Follow our example ; approach the working class

in daily labour. Have no fear of the proletariat. Do

not hinder their revolutionary work. The prole-

tariat is a class filled with generosity, humanity, in-

exhaustible energy, and with the greatest possibi-

lities. Do not shut yourself up in close reactionary
caste corporations. Join in the fruitful work of the
trade unions like friends ; you will be hailed with
joy and greetings. Enlighten them with science.

Follow the revolutionary class in politics.
We, the Russian engineers, trust in the power

of the proletarian revolution, and we shall march
hand in hand with the workers along the same
Soviet path. ,

Screwing Down the Safety Valve
H. W. Garner.

There is one particular part of a high pressure
boiler which is known to everyone having any
knowledge of a locomotive or high pressure boiler,

to be of a very great importance.

This part is known as tthe "safety valve." It is

small indeed, but if we are to measure it by its
importance, then we find it to be of considerable
size ; for upon this safety valve depends the life of

the boiler. So long as the safety valve is operating
properly all is comparativly safe, but if some in-

experienced mechanic were to screw the valve down

tight thereby preventing it from operating, the re-

sult would be, the boiler would blow up with a loss

to the owner and in all probability a loss of lives as
well.

Now the labor movement may well be compared

to the steam in the boiler, and the boiler represents

the capitalist system. Anti-strik- e legislation and
otner legislation restricting the rights of the work-

ers may be compared to the safety valve. While
our politicians and blind statesmen may be com-

pared to the inexperienced mechanic. Our reaction-

ary labor leaders seem to fit in very well as a more
experienced helper, who has an idea that it isnt
wise to screw the safety valve down tight but isn't
much enclined to challenge the higher qualification
of his master mechanic.

Now of course the boss wants the safety valve

turned down pretty tight so to prevent any waste
in motive power. But he is as ignorant as his in-

experienced mechanic, and to the observer who

stands back, watching controversy of the me-

chanic and the helper, one trying to screw the
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The proletariat of the brain and the proletariat
of manual labour are brothers. The union of the
mighty hand and of the clear head is unconquer-

able. It will approximate the realisation of Com-

munism, which comes with mechanical inevitable-nes- s

to take the place of the decayed capitalist

order, and will establish the highest and most per-

fect form of production and unchain science an&

morals for the attainment of which the best part
of humanity lives and dies.

On behalf of the Engineer's Section of

the Transport Worker's Union.
Nikozovsky, Chairman.

Professor Gredeski, Secretary.
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valve down tight while the other is trying to per-

suade him to leave just a little chance for steare
to escape. There comes the realization that either
is bad policy, for if the mechanic is succesful ir

having his way, the boiler will soon go up in

cloud of steam and the thing will be done for, whil

if, on the other hand the helper is succesful in af-

fecting a compromise and leaves just a slight
escape for steam, he has only prolonged the big
event, for just as soon as the boiler becomes weak-

ened and defective from long usage, the thing wit
go up with possibly a greater roar and a greater
loss. No matter which wins out, the mechanic ot
the helper, the blow-u- p is going to occur just the
same.

While we stand back and watch the struggle of

the workers for freedom, and watch the safety
valve being screwed down, in the way of antistrikt
legislation and the restrictions of the workers
rights in one way or another, let us examine the
boiler (the capitalist system) we find it to be very
defective, it has long since become worn out, anil

should have gone to the scrap heap long ago. Hk
realization dawns upon us, that the time is not

far distant when the capitalist system will givi
way to the workers, just as the defective boiler
gives way to steam. The screwing down of the
safety valve will only hasten the day, and we tare
again to the inexperienced mechanic and the com-

promising helper, and we say : do your best to serve
your master, but as the hands of inexperience
men and compromisers cannat stay the motion of

and compromising labor leaders stay the worker
revolution.


